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BLOCKSI MANAGER:

Education Everywhere
Internet Content, Youtube filtering and Classroom management system
for GSuite Chromebooks in a 21st Century learning environment.

Web content and Youtube
Filtering in the cloud

Scalable to thousands
of Chromebooks

Classroom management system for Teachers and a
Parent dashboard for when the Chromebook is at home

Anti-theft and device
management

Rich analytics tracking
per-user or per-class

Billions of rated websites with intelligent scanning of the
internet to classify new unrated content

Cyberbullying,
violence & Self-harm
detection across
GSuite apps

Teacher, Parent, school Admin and Principal- each with
their own Web management Dashboard

Filters On-campus
and Off-campus

School Admin
DASHBOARD

Education everywhere gives school administrators
the ability to granularly apply a Filtering policy to
Chromebook enrolled into a GSuite domain.
BMEE is a non-proxy, cloud based internet and
Youtube filtering and Trend analysis solution.
Administrator(s) can create and manage multiple
filtering policies and apply them to different
Organization Units.

Blocksi Manager: Education everywhere (BMEE)
enables school teachers and administrators to
seamlessly leverage internet content through the
use of Chromebooks- devices aimed at supporting
21st century digital learning while at the same time
preventing students from distractions inherent to
the nature of the internet.

21st century digital learning brings in a new
paradigm where 1:1 Chromebook classroom
transforms the way educators teach. Likewise,
BMEE- a Classroom Management System allows
teachers to monitor every Chromebook screen in
their class while at the same time collect Learning
analytics and enforce content.

BMEE is a multi-layer cloud filtering system for
GSuite-managed Chromebooks. It allows the
IT administrator to push geo-localized filtering
policies to every Chromebook. Internet filtering
is enforced to every Chromebook according to
policies made of web, Youtube, content, time
access management and application filter profiles.

BMEE also offers Trends- an AI-powered tool
that allows school administrators, principals,
and delegates to detect harmful behaviour on
any student’s Gsuite Gmail, Google Docs, Google
Drive and Youtube account. BMEE Anti-theft is a
feature that lets you track the exact location and
activity of a lost or stolen Chromebook.

Parent
DASHBOARD

This Dashboard allows parents and guardians
to enforce their own stricter policies when
Chromebook is home and at the same time
giving them the ability to enforce bedtime and
screentime control.
The parent can time control the Chromebook for
Youtube, Social media or Online gaming and can also
get activity analytics on the URL visits, whether these
have been blocked or allowed.

Teacher
DASHBOARD

Teachers can push a filtering policy to every
Chromebook in their class while at the same
time have the ability to monitor each and every
Chromebook’s screen in real time.
This Dashboard allows an import of existing Google
Classroom classes or lets the teacher create their
own with Google App user directory. They can also
import Clever or OneRoster classes.

Delegate
DASHBOARD

Principals, super intendants and any non-technical
personnel with a certain district responsibility need
access to data analytics to drive success throughout
the student community.
The Delegate Dashboard brings to school executives
what matters most to them; granular per student
insights without the Administrator Dashboard
complexities.

